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We at The SchoolFinder Group want to thank you for 

participating in our survey to better understand how we 

can help businesses like yours in student recruitment.

We asked you questions related to student recruitment 

practices and collected the data from your responses. We 

wanted to share these findings with you, so we’ve 

compiled them to help with your future recruitment 

strategies.

If you have any questions about our findings or how we 

can help with student marketing or recruiting, you can 

email us at info@schoolfindgroup.com. 
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Are you involved with student/campus recruiting?

Yes, I’m directly involved with 
student/campus recruiting.

Somewhat. It’s a part of my role, or the staff 
who report to me are involved with 

student/campus recruitment.

No, I’m not involved with student/campus 
recruiting in any way.
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How important is student/campus recruiting to your company?

Extremely important. It's our primary 
recruitment strategy.

It's a significant portion of our overall 
recruitment strategy.

It's important, but not in our top recruitment 
priorities.

Not important. We recruit from other 
demographics.

Other.
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Do you currently do any active brand-building or recruiting at high schools?

Yes, quite a lot.

Yes, but we'd like to do more.

No, but it's something we're looking at.

No, we're not interested in this.
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At what stage do you begin your student recruitment efforts?

High school.

In college or university.

Graduates of college or university.

Other.
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What types of roles does your company recruit students/new grads for?

Internships.

Co-ops.

Summer positions.

Full-time positions.

Other.
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What are some of your biggest challenges recruiting students? 

“We have a number of our events and school recruiting initiatives in the fall whereas 
most of our roles do not get posted until early January the following year. It’s a 
challenge to ensure we find the best talent and keep them engaged over that 
period.”

“Obtaining top talent. The best students go fast so we, in turn, have to move quickly 
to secure the best talent. We are also a global company so an upcoming challenge 
will be international recruitment.”

“Finding students with relevant experience, especially those who are exposed to our 
industry.”

“Organization of where to discover the best talent hitting the job market and when 
we can get their attention.”
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What are some of your biggest challenges recruiting students? 

“A lack of clear connection between the employers’ needs and academic programs. 
As an employer, we often hold our hat to the program/degree (e.g., Masters of 
Public Administration, Bachelors of Commerce) and not the skills, abilities and 
competencies that come from each degree program. 

“If university programs provided employers with insights on the skills, abilities and 
competencies that are gained through the program, there would be a broader pool 
of candidates to choose from — and we could cross-train student more efficiently.”

“Students aren't always aware of our industry and the type of positions available 
and the career prospects.”

“Competition with other financial institutions and large organizations that recruit 
the same profiles as us.”

“Making them aware of our opportunities and not having them feel intimidated by 
our job postings.”
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What are some of your biggest challenges recruiting students? 

“Connecting with those who don't know about us.”

“Availability of open roles vs. number of students to fill.”

“Competitive as the electrical industry is, we’re not as known in schools vs. other 
higher profile areas such as financial services/software etc.”

“The biggest challenge is getting them to choose our organization rather than 
another company.”

“Younger generations aren’t attracted to our industry for many reasons (bad 
reputation due to environmental concerns, etc.) — and considered an ‘old school’ or 
‘conservative’ industry which isn’t appealing to top students.”
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How many students and new graduates did your organization recruit last year?

None

1-10

11-50

51-100

101-250

251-500

501-1000

1001+
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Which of these activities do you undertake with your recruitment efforts? 

Posting open positions on our company website.

Posting open positions on campus job boards.

Posting open positions on commercial job boards 
(Indeed, LinkedIn, etc.).

High school visits.

On-campus career fairs, and other campus activities.

Advertising in print.

Digital advertising (banners, etc.).

Social media mentions/sharing of posts
(Twitter, LinkedIn, Instagram, etc.).

Off-campus career fairs.

Other.
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Do you provide any scholarships for students?
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How can The SchoolFinder Group help make your recruiting process more effective? 

“Helping to build the company brand so that students know what we do well before 
they start looking for a position.”

“Understanding how we can reach high school students would be helpful.”

“Using your database to screen potential candidates that are serious about a career 
in our industry.”

“Give us visibility to a larger audience who could be interested in pursuing a career in 
our industry and promoting what we offer to students.”

“Allow us to ensure that we a have a visible presence for students to see and to 
make our opportunities known to them.”

“Getting the word out to students at an earlier age about the opportunties in our 
field.”
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